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Retenpal 1200x800x225 - 35L 

Item: 9410000 

This 1200x800 Retenpal is ideal for catching leaks when storing hazardous liquids. 

This pallet has a grid in the form of cells, each with a 10mm high edge. Totally clean 

transport thanks to its numerous anti-wave cells. This retenpal can be nested 

when empty, to save valuable space on return trips and when stored.  
Easy to clean thanks to its smooth structure.  

Specifications 
 

External (LxWxH): 1215 mm x 813 mm x 220 

mm 
Weight: 18 kg 

Volume: 35 L 

Spill Control volume: 35 L 

Max. Individual Load capacity: 700 kg 

Max. Dynamic load on bottom container in a 

stack: 
700 kg 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: MDPE 

Temperature range: -20 °C to 40 °C 

Fire retardant: No 

Standard Colour Pallet: 461 Green PMS 348C 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 15 

 

- 4-way entry - Designed to allow a 4-way FLT entry, making it essential for fresh-food supply chain 

- Anti-wave cells - Its anti-wave design makes it an ideal solution for shipping shell fish and transporting fish crates 

- Smooth design - easy to clean design, this hygienic retention pallet is the benchmark product for preventing leaks, spills and wet floors during transit and storage 
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- Nestable design - With its high nesting ration, this smart retention pallet saves space when empty in return logistics- Safe - Immediate retention of (hazardous) 

products 

- 2 years warranty - We grant a 2 year warranty on all purchased products 

- Recyclable - Fully recyclable at the end of its long service life 
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